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Daily Procesing Statistics 
 

 Daily Processing Statistics is a process to count how many claims are adjudicated in the nightly 
claims adjudication process.  These daily stats are broken down by totals down to the claims 
status and benefit plan.  This process and corresponding tables are used to monitor nightly 
processing as well can be used in other reporting needs. 
 

Procedures 
1. [dbo].[asp_adj_claims_v2_master] During nightly claims adjudication, the ‘statistics counter’ 

procedure below. 
2. [dbo].[asp_adj_claims_v2_adj_statistics]  Procedure called from asp_adj_claims_v2_master  

to perform the statistics counter. 
 

Tables 
1. tb_daily_processing_stat_categories 

a. dps_category_id: db numerical identifier for the category 
b. dps_category_name:  description of the category 
c. enabled: turn the counter on/off 

2. tb_daily_processing_stat_counters 

a. dps_counter_id:  db numerical identifier for the counter 
b. dps_category_id:  foreign key that identifies the stat category 
c. dps_counter_name:  name or counter label 
d. dps_counter_descrition:  detailed description of the counter 
e. dps_counter_data1:  displays the specific value for the counter name.  In the case of 

claims stats, this column represents the numerical identifier of a benefit plan. 

3. tb_daily_processing_stats 

a. stat_id:  db numerical identifier for the stat row 
b. dps_counter_id:  foreign key that identifies the stat counter for the category 
c. counter_datetime:  the date and time the stat was captured 
d. counter_value1:  general label of a column that contains a value for the stat.  For 

claims, this will be the total number of claims for that statistic 
e. counter_value2:  general label of a column that contains a value for the stat.  For 

claims, this will be the batch # that identifies the adjudication batch the stat count 
applies to 

f. counter_value3:  general label of a column that contains a value for the stat.  For 
claims, this is not currently used. 
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What makes a stat? 

For the claims counter, each adjudication is a count.  So for a single claim line that is claiming 10 
dates of service, will be counted as 10 claims. 

 

When does this run? 
The procedure to capture the daily statistics is written at the end of the adjudication procedure 
[asp_adj_claims_v2_master].  Therefore, this runs and counts every night the adjudication process 
runs.  Since this does run w/the adjudication procedure, all adjudication actions are considered 
(ie:  re-adjudications 

 

What claims are included? 

This is a count of ALL claims that went through the adjudication process for a given night.  This 
includes all rebills and re-adjudications.  Overrides and Reverts are not included since they do not 
go through adjudication process. 

 

Sample Query 
The below sample query demonstrates how one could be written on these tables to create a 
report.  You’ll see that I’m casting my counter_value columns to a more descriptive label.  Also I’m 
not considering the FFS benefit plan since that is not used.  Lastly, I’m only looking at last night’s 
counts.  Since the MCO will run off of their backup copy of MCS which is a day behind, I’m going 
back “2” days: 

 

SELECT  dps_category_name    as [Category] 

  , dps_counter_name   as [Counter Name] 

  , dps_counter_description  as [Description] 

  , cast(dps_counter_data1 as float) as bp_id 

  , counter_datetime   as [Counter Date] 

  , cast(counter_value1 as float) as [Last Nights Total] 

  , cast(counter_value2 as float) as adj_batch_num 

  , counter_value3 

FROM  tb_daily_processing_stat_categories cat 

  JOIN tb_daily_processing_stat_counters ctr  
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on ctr.dps_category_id = cat.dps_category_id 

  JOIN tb_daily_processing_stats s  

on s.dps_counter_id = ctr.dps_counter_id 

WHERE  cast(counter_datetime as DATE) > dateadd(dd, -2, getdate()) 

  AND dps_counter_name not like  '%FFS%' 

 

 

 

 


